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ABSTRACT An increased adoption of mobile health (mHealth) and ubiquitous health (uHealth) systems
empower users with handheld devices and embedded sensors for a broad range of healthcare services.
However, m/uHealth systems face significant challenges related to data security and privacy that must
be addressed to increase the pervasiveness of such systems. This study aims to systematically identify,
classify, compare, and evaluate state-of-the-art on security and privacy of m/uHealth systems. We con-
ducted a systematic mapping study (SMS) based on 365 qualitatively selected studies to (i) classify the
types, frequency, and demography of published research, (ii) synthesize and categorize research themes,
(iii) recurring challenges, (iv) prominent solutions (i.e., research outcomes) and their (v) reported evaluations
(i.e., practical validations). Results suggest that the existing research on security and privacy of m/uHealth
systems primarily focuses on select group of control families (compliant with NIST800-53), protection of
systems and information, access control, authentication, individual participation, and privacy authorisation.
In contrast, areas of data governance, security and privacy policies, and program management are under-
represented, although these are critical to most of the organizations that employ m/uHealth systems. Most
research proposes new solutionswith limited validation, reflecting a lack of evaluation of security and privacy
of m/uHealth in the real world. Empirical research, development, and validation of m/uHealth security
and privacy is still incipient, which may discourage practitioners from readily adopting solutions from
the literature. This SMS facilitates knowledge transfer, enabling researchers and practitioners to engineer
security and privacy for emerging and next generation of m/uHealth systems.

INDEX TERMS Security, privacy, mobile computing, ubiquitous computing, medical information systems,
health information management, reviews.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart systems and infrastructures rely on mobile and per-
vasive technologies to offer end-users with portable and
context-sensitive services that range from social network-
ing, mobile commerce, to smart and connected health care
[1], [2]. Considering service-driven computing for smart
systems, the future of smart healthcare is hyper-connected,
highly pervasive, and personalized [3]. Mobile and pervasive
technologies for mobile health (mHealth) and ubiquitous
health (uHealth) systems provide a wide range of well-
ness and fitness applications as well as clinical and medical
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systems [4], [5]. m/uHealth fitness applications (apps for
short) and medical systems impact activities and practices
of individuals, patients, medical professionals, and health
service providers [6]. Central to this technological revolu-
tion for m/uHealth systems – providing smart and connected
health care – is context-sensitive information and health crit-
ical data. A typical example of this is an individual’s diet
and exercise routine (e.g., context-sensitive information) and
its impact on person’s health such as blood pressure, body
weight and any disease (e.g., health critical data). It has been
widely recognized that healthcare data is one of themost valu-
able assets to the health services providers andmedical/health
technologies (MedTech) companies [7]. m/uHealth apps and
systems have proven to be critically important for collecting,
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processing, and analyzing health data to generate actionable
insights for all the stakeholders. However, there are increas-
ing concerns and challenges for the security and privacy of
the data gathered, processed and stored by m/uHealth apps
and systems [8], [9]. A recently study by Gartner high-
lights the importance of human and technological aspects
of security and risk management for privacy and security
practices of healthcare service providers [10]. Security and
privacy breaches in healthcare information systems have
serious negative impacts to its data subjects. Such impacts
can range from embarrassment and reputation damage to
various forms of discrimination that adversely affects the
rights and freedoms as well as physical and mental health of
individuals [11]–[13].

Given that security and privacy concerns have emerged
as the most challenging aspects for healthcare informa-
tion systems, there is an urgent need to fully understand
and address the security and privacy issues of m/uHealth
apps from software system’ life cycle perspective [14]. The
life cycle includes but is not limited to requirement anal-
ysis, design, implementation, testing, and deployment of
m/uHealth systems. With an increasing trend to provide
health services throughmobile/ubiquitous technologies, there
is a growing body of research on identifying challenges,
proposing solutions, and highlighting open issues related
to security and privacy aspects of m/uHealth systems [15].
For example, researchers have proposed architectures [16],
implemented algorithms [17] and mechanisms to establish
infrastructures [17] for addressing the security and privacy of
healthcare systems. An ever increasing number of healthcare
systems are being developed by adopting security engineer-
ing practices and recommendations provided by the relevant
agencies such as [18].

Given the growing body of published research on secu-
rity and privacy of m/uHealth systems, there are increas-
ing needs and opportunities to carry out secondary studies
to consolidate the knowledge and evidence being produced
for ease of access for practitioners and researchers. That is
why a number of researchers have surveyed the literature
on security and privacy for mHealth (e.g., [15], [19], [20]).
However, the existing reviews tend to limit the scope to
mHealth systems (using smartphones, tablets and wearable
sensors), but they do not explicitly include more pervasive
and context-sensitive uHealth systems. Moreover, the exist-
ing reviews have focused on very specific security controls
used in m/uHealth systems, such as biometrics, authentica-
tion, and key exchange schemes [21], [22]. Hence, the exist-
ing survey-based studies (detailed in a dedicated section)
lack a broader view on the topic, i.e., explicitly comprising
both mHealth and uHealth together with security and privacy
aspects. To support the engineering of m/uHealth systems
with security and privacy aspects embedded right from the
beginning [16], [17], there is a need to systematically select,
review, and synthesize the published research on security
and privacy of m/uHealth systems. Review and synthesis of
published research helps to classify, compare, and evaluate

the strengths and limitations of the state-of-the-art in the area
under investigation.

To address the above goals, we have carried out a Sys-
tematic Mapping Study (SMS) [23] of the peer-reviewed
literature on security and privacy for m/uHealth systems.
To complement the SMS, we also performed an in-depth
thematic analysis of the studies that have been evaluated
in practice, discussing the reported solutions, their evalua-
tion strategies and the impacts on the industry scale sys-
tems. We are not aware of any other survey-based studies
that identify, classify, compare, and communicate the exist-
ing research and its implications to the relevant stakehold-
ers (i.e., researchers, practitioners, policy-makers, healthcare
providers, and broader society). Hence, this SMS provides an
overview of the topic in terms of: 1) research and contribution
types; 2) research trends and taxonomy; 3) challenges and
solutions for security and privacy controls; 5) m/uHealth
application categories; and, 6) role of various devices and
technologies in m/uHealth systems. Bibliographical informa-
tion and trends of research also pinpoint the predominant
areas of research, under-researched areas and gaps, as well
as the future research directions.

The core results of this SMS highlight that the existing
research on m/uHealth system frequently emphasises the use
of security and privacy controls of a small group of families,
considering the NIST 800-53 control families. The predom-
inant research trends reflect: 1) system and communication
protection, 2) identification and authentication, 3) system
and information integrity, 4) access control, 5) individual
participation and 6) privacy authorisation. Researchers are
mostly focused on investigating most traditional families of
security and privacy controls, however, other areas such as
data governance, security and privacy policies and program
management remain under-investigated even though they are
crucial for dealing with security and privacy at an organiza-
tional level. The primary contributions of this SMS are:
• Classification and comparison of the existing and
emerging solutions for security and privacy for
m/uHealth in the form of systematic maps, classification
taxonomy, and illustrative trends.

• Evaluation focused analysis of the solutions - imple-
mented in practice - to identify commons themes and
appraising the quality of these evaluation studies.

Empirical evidence along with research and development
of security and privacy solutions is lacking and research stud-
ies need to be carefully evaluated before academic solutions
can be adopted or extended in an industrial context. The
results of this SMS can be beneficial for:
• Researchers who are interested in quickly identifying
the existing research that can help to formulate new
hypothesis to be tested and propose innovative solutions
for the emerging challenges of security and privacy of
m/uHealth systems.

• Practitioners who want to understand the solu-
tions reported in the academic literature to provide
architectural models, implementation strategies and
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FIGURE 1. Overview of m/uHealth systems in the context of security and privacy issues.

evaluation frameworks that can be evaluated for indus-
trial adoption.

This papers is structured as follows. Section II discusses
context and background details for security and privacy
of m/uHealth systems. Section III reviews related sur-
veys to justify the scope and contribution of the proposed
SMS. Section IV presents research methodology. Section V,
Section VI, and Section VII discuss the core results of the
SMS. Section VIII reviews the results to present the critical
findings of the SMS. Section IX presents validity threats to
the SMS. Section X concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we contextualize the security and privacy
issues of m/uHealth systems, as illustrated in Figure 1. First,
we discuss mHealth and uHealth in the context of electronic
healthcare (eHealth) systems (Section II-A). Second, we con-
ceptualize security and privacy, their interrelations, standards
and legal frameworks (Section II-B). The concepts and ter-
minologies introduced in this section are used throughout the
paper.

A. eHEALTH, mHEALTH AND uHEALTH
Since the late 90’s, the term of electronic health (eHealth)
is used to refer to healthcare processes and practices sup-
ported by Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) [24]. There are various forms of eHealth systems,

such as telemedicine, Electronic Health Records (EHR) and
Healthcare Information Systems. mHealth is the practice of
eHealth assisted by smartphones and other mobile devices,
used to collect, analyze, process, transmit and store health
services related information from sensors and other biomed-
ical systems [24], as in Figure 1. The paradigm of uHealth –
driven by ubiquitous computing1 – is as an advancement of
mHealth systems that exploit ubiquitous devices and sensors
to enable on-the-go health monitoring and care [5]. uHealth
is fast emerging as a pervasive technology that uses a large
range of sensors and actuators deployed in an environment
(e.g., homes, hospitals or workplaces) or used by individuals
(e.g., worn/implanted on-body sensors) to support the deliv-
ery of healthcare, monitoring, and improving individuals’
physical and mental health [26]. As in Figure 1, m/uHealth
systems empower their users with anytime/anywhere sen-
sors, applications and networks that collect context-sensitive
health critical data in the form of blood pressure, heart
rate and body temperature to diagnose health related prob-
lems [26]. As illustrated in Figure 1, users/citizens/patients
can exploit their on-body sensors that can monitor their
health related information (a.k.a. medical profiles) that can
be shared with medical professionals at distributed locations.
Medical professionals can use their mobile devices for med-
ical consultations, and data stored on health care servers

1Ubiquitous computingwas introduced byWeiser [25], as ‘‘the integration
of computers seamlessly into the world’’.
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could be shared with other professionals or health care units.
Despite the offered benefits by m/uHealth systems, one of
the most critical challenges for this class of systems relates
to security and privacy of an individual’s personal data and
health critical information [14].

B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
In a healthcare environment, security and privacy of infor-
mation systems is critical for achieving trust and high-quality
services [14]. Although the terms security and privacy tend to
be used interchangeably across research, the concepts have in
fact fundamental differences that should be taken into account
when dealing with m/uHealth systems. In general, security
of computing systems targets the protection and safeguard-
ing of hardware, software and information, and typically
boils down to three core concepts [27]: (1) confidentiality,
the concealment of information or resources; (2) integrity,
the trustworthiness of data resources; prevention of improper
or unauthorized change; and, (3) availability, the ability to
use the information or resource desired. Privacy, in turn is
not simply a technical concept. It is a fundamental human
right, both in terms of physical privacy and information
privacy [28]. Here we are particularly interested in the lat-
ter, i.e., privacy in the context of health critical data being
produced and consumed by m/uHealth systems. Although
there is no absolute agreement on the definition of privacy,
in this paper we consider the proposition of Westin and
Solove [29]: ‘‘Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups
or institutions to determine for themselves when, how and
to what extent information about them is communicated to
others.’’ Informational privacy overlaps with the concept of
confidentiality, such as the authorized access or disclosure of
information and notions of secrecy, access-control, sharing
and protection of information [14], [30]. However, in order to
create privacy-aware systems other aspects such as openness
and transparency, purpose specification and limitation and
informed consent also need to be put in place. Although
computer security is an essential pillar for achieving privacy,
it should be clear that privacy cannot be satisfied solely on
the basis of managing security [31].

C. SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN THE CONTEXT OF
m/uHealth SYSTEMS
As illustrated in Figure 1, per the model and guidelines for
securemobile and ubiquitous systems from [32], we highlight
that the security and privacy issues for health critical data can
be categorized into four main categories. These include secu-
rity and privacy of (1) data produced and consumed bymobile
and ubiquitous devices, (2) data transmitted over wireless
networks, (3) information residing on healthcare servers, and
(4) policies and regulations for m/uHealth systems (detailed
later). For example, as in Figure 1 shows a user can exploit
his/her body sensors to collect health critical data such as
heartbeat, body temperature, and blood pressure referred to
as Health Profile. The Health Profile is composed of personal
information (e.g., age, gender or location) and health critical

data (e.g., blood pressure, body temperature or pulse rate).
Consider Figure 1, a typical scenario can be a compromised
device or sensor for unauthorized access to user’s health pro-
file with an intent for delivering personalized advertisement,
or leakage of personal information for social profiling. Such
and alike scenarios that breach security and privacy protocols
of m/uHealth systems can limit users’ trust and adoption of
such systems [19], [20].

D. POLICIES AND REGULATIONS FOR SECURITY AND
PRIVACY
In the past years, some regulations have been enacted
such as the European General Data Protection Regulation
(EU GDPR) [33] and the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) [34], giving individuals more power over their
data and putting more limitations on the ways data is col-
lected, analyzed and used by organisations. At the same
time, standardisation bodies have been providing guidance
to systems architects in terms of engineering secure and
privacy-preserving systems. Examples are the NIST’s revised
list of security and privacy controls (NIST 800-53 2) and Pri-
vacy Engineering Program (PEP 3), and the ISO’s standard on
privacy engineering for system life cycle processes (ISO/IEC
TR 27550:2019 4). Achieving compliance and implementing
standards is particularly interesting in the context of mHealth
and uHealth systems, because they are relatively new tech-
nologies and the security and privacy challenges have not
been fully understood yet [35], [36]. This discussion is also
elaborated in this paper, putting in perspective the current
advances of m/uHealth and recent changes in the context of
policies and regulations for security and privacy of m/uHealth
systems.

III. THE EXISTING SURVEYS AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
ON SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF m/uHeatlh
In this section, we review the most relevant survey-based
(secondary research) studies that focus on privacy and usabil-
ity, security, and other relevant aspects for health critical soft-
ware systemswith a particular focus onm/uHealth.We justify
the scope and contributions of the proposed SMS based on a
systematic comparison of the existing survey based studies
in Table 1.

A. PRIVACY AND USABILITY ISSUES IN mHealth SYSTEMS
Security and privacy of mHealth ‘‘apps’’ is among the most
focused research domain in the context of secure and private
mobile and ubiquitous systems. Researchers usually inves-
tigate the existing legal frameworks and academic literature
in the area of mHealth in order to provide guidelines and
recommendations to users (e.g., patients, clinicians or admin-
istrative people) and developers of mHeath apps [19], [20],
[37], [39]. Some researchers have also defined a criteria for

2https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-53/rev-5/draft
3https://www.nist.gov/itl/applied-cybersecurity/privacy-engineering
4https://www.iso.org/standard/72024.html
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TABLE 1. Comparison of existing surveys and SLRs for m/uHealth systems.

assessing and comparing mHealth apps, providing a secu-
rity and privacy ‘‘score’’ in order to better communicate the
potential risks of such systems to its end-users [38]. Some
systematic reviews have focused on privacy and usability
issues in mHealth systems [40] or networking issues for
security and privacy of mHealth apps [41]. However, these
studies are restricted to the investigation of mHealth apps
developed for tablets and smartphones and Body Sensor
Networks (BSNs). That is, the existing literature explicitly
focuses on mHealth systems but falls short of addressing
security and privacy issues for uHealth systems, which are
being increasingly adopted in smart healthcare that is driven
by IoTs and sensors-driven technologies [16].

B. SECURITY IN TELEMEDICINE AND mHealth SYSTEMS
Considering telemedicine as an essential component of
eHealth systems, some systematic reviews have focused secu-
rity controls for such systems [4]. A typical example of
this is multi-layer systematic reviews for user authentication
in telemedicine and mHealth systems, using body sensor
information and finger vein biometric verification [21] and
sensor-based smart phones [22]. In such reviews, the prime
focus of the investigation is authentication and key exchange
protocols for secure telemedicine. These surveys review a

myriad of schemes that have been proposed for mHealth
systems, typically addressing mutual authentication of users
and application providers as well as for device authentication
(e.g., mobile devices and sensors).

C. SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF HEALTH CRITICAL
SYSTEMS
In recent years, a number of systematic reviews and sur-
veys have targeted security and privacy for health critical
systems. For instance, the work of [42] focuses on security
and privacy issues of implantable medical devices. Also,
a great deal of attention has been given toWireless BodyArea
Networks (WBANs) in the context of mHealth [45], [46].
Such surveys have primarily focused on WBANs in terms
of wireless medical sensor networks [43], Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attacks [44] and body-to-body sensor
networks [47]. There are some reviews that have investigated
Internet of Things (IoT) for medical applications [48]–[51],
as well as cloud-based EHRs [52] and Mobile Cloud Com-
puting [53]. These reviews represent a concentrated body of
knowledge about the challenges and solutions on security
for resource-constrained devices and cloud services, so as
to ensure confidentiality of data in-transit (over network)
and at-rest (residing in devices or servers). It is also worth
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mentioning that some systematic reviews go beyond the scope
of security and privacy, addressing ethics altogether in the
context of mHealth apps [54] and passive data collection in
healthcare [55].
Conclusive summary: We have discussed the progres-

sion and limitations of the existing research in terms of
survey-based secondary studies that enable or enhance the
security and privacy of m/uHealth systems. In order to justify
the scope and contributions of the proposed SMS, an objec-
tive comparison is presented in Table 1. Table 1 acts as a struc-
tured catalogue to classify and compare the existing research
and the needs for futuristic research and development of
security and privacy enabled m/uHealth. Unlike the exist-
ing surveys, the proposed SMS explicitly considers privacy
controls, apart from the traditional security controls. This
greater demand for privacy-by-design is in part a consequence
of the recent privacy laws enacted in the European Union
and United States (i.e., GDPR and CCPA). This SMS aims
to address both security and privacy and explicitly includes
uHealth as part of mHealth systems.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD FOR SMS
In order to plan, conduct, and document this SMS, we fol-
lowed the evidence based software engineering approach and
specifically adhered to the guidelines to conduct system-
atic reviews and mapping studies from [23]. We developed
the research protocol to be followed at each step of this
SMS. The details of the research protocol for this study are
provided in [56]). Hence, the full details of the research
protocol for this study are not provided in this paper. An
illustrative view of the adopted research method is presented
in Figure 2 that highlights three phases of research and each
phase comprises of two tasks. Each phase has an outcome.
For example, the initial phase named Planning the Mapping
Study comprises of two tasks that relate to (i) identification
of the needs and (ii) specification of the research questions
for the mapping study. The outcome of this phase is scope
and objectives of the SMS in terms of research questions
that need to be investigated. SMS planning is the precon-
dition for the later phases of the methodology. By adopting
well-known methodology from [23] as in Figure 2, we aim
to strengthen the findings, support objective interpretation of
results, minimize any bias, and enable reproducible results.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the three phases
of the research methodology.

A. PHASE I – PLANNING A MAPPING STUDY
1) IDENTIFY THE NEEDS FOR SMS
Despite a lot of attention and published research, there is
no effort to systematically identify and investigate a collec-
tive impact of the existing research on secure and private
m/uHealth systems. A systematic investigation of the state-
of-the-art on secure and private m/uHealth systems can high-
light the research progression, maturation, emerging trends
and futuristic challenges that are currently lacking in the

Listing 1. Search string to identify secondary studies on secure and
private m/uHealth.

literature. In order to ensure that no prior survey, mapping
study, or systematic review (i.e., secondary studies) have been
conducted, we searched the most prominent digital libraries
including IEEE, ACM, Springer, Science Direct and Sco-
pus along with indexing engine Google Scholar (search date
02/10/2019). The search string that we executed on these
digital libraries and indexing engines to locate any secondary
studies on security and privacy of m/uHealth systems is
shown in Listing 1. Based on Listing 1, none of the retrieved
literature (in. Section II, Table 1) was related to the outlined
research questions in Section IV-A2 that motivated the need
for this SMS.

2) SPECIFYING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
To conduct themapping study and present its results, we spec-
ify a number of Research Questions (RQs) for this SMS. The
scope of this SMS is limited to finding and discussing the
answers to the RQs that have motivated this study. The RQs
and their respective objective(s) are described below:

A. Demography Analysis – Types, Frequency, and
Venues of Research Publications

RQ-1 What is the type of and frequency of the published
research in the area of security and privacy of
m/uHealth systems? Objective(s): To understand
and highlight the (i) type of published research in
terms of conference proceedings, journal articles,
symposium papers etc., and (ii) frequency of pub-
lished research that can reflects the progress and
growth of the research in terms of the number of
publication over the years.

RQ-2 What are the prominent venues of the research
publications in the area under investigation?
Objective(s): To list and analyse the publication
venues such as specific conference proceedings,
journal articles and special issues along with book
chapters that highlight the prominent venues of
the research emergence that are detailed below.

B. Research Mapping – Existing Solutions, their Eval-
uations, and Validation Research

RQ-3 What are the proposed solutions of security
and privacy of m/uHealth systems? Objective(s):
Identification of the proposed solution represent
various research themes – reflecting the body
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FIGURE 2. Methodology overview of the mapping process and evaluation focused analyses.

of knowledge – that helps us to investigate the
strengths and limitations of the existing research.

RQ-4 What is the state of existing evaluation studies
on security and privacy for m/uHealth systems?
Objective(s): Provide a clear picture of the exist-
ing research that has been properly evaluated.
Evaluation of the existing research reflects the
strength of the solutions in terms of their practical
applicability and validation.

B. PHASE II – CONDUCTING A MAPPING STUDY
As per Figure 2, this phase involves searching and qualita-
tive assessment of the relevant literature that is included for
review to conduct the SMS, detailed as below.

1) SEARCH THE RELEVANT LITERATURE
In order to search the relevant literature, we selected the
Scopus digital library that indexes more than five thousand
publishers, including highly relevant sources such as Elsevier,
Springer, MEDLINE, EMBASE, IEEE Xplore and ACM. In
order to search the relevant studies in Scopus, we considered
the outlined RQs (from Section IV-A1) to compose the search
string based on the key terms that are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Key terms used divided by groups.

We decided to limit the time period for our searches,
a 5-year period (i.e., from year 2015 - 2019). A pilot search
based on the search string in Listing 2 suggested there was
little to no relevant publications on the topic before under

Listing 2. Composition of search string for literature search.

investigation before the Year 2015. Therefore, in order to
avoid an exhaustive search and minimize the risk of identify-
ing a large number of irrelevant studies, we set the search cri-
teria to only cover the literature from Year 2015 to 2019 that
helped us to retrieve a total of 1249 potentially relevant
publications. We also limited the search to peer reviewed
scientific publications and book chapters that excludes any
white papers, technical report or unpublished work.

2) STUDY INCLUSION – SCREENING AND QUALITATIVE
ASSESSMENT
We followed a two step process of screening and qualita-
tive assessment for selecting the most relevant publications
for review out of the initial set of 1249 potentially relevant
papers. The details of the selection process can be found in
the study’s research protocol available at [56].

Systematic reviews are inherently limited to the chosen key
terms and predefined search string. This strict search process
is important in order to make the systematic review feasible,
due to its exhaustive nature in the search process. Otherwise,
the amount the retrieved papers in the primary results would
render the review impractical (i.e., manually reviewing many
thousands of papers). Therefore, it is important to clarify that
work in closely related areas, such as cloud, IoT, and sensors,
may not be included (as primary studies) if these works do
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not explicitly use the key terms related to ‘‘mobile health’’
and ‘‘ubiquitous health’’.

3) SYNTHESIZE QUALITATIVELY THE SELECTED LITERATURE
The last task of the Phase II is the classification of the studies
using systematic maps. We also conducted an evaluation and
focused analysis of the papers that have been implemented in
practice. The construction of the SMS’s classification facets
as well as the detailed explanation of the qualitative assess-
ment of the evaluation studies can be found in the research
protocol [56].

C. PHASE III – DOCUMENTING A MAPPING STUDY
As per Figure 2, the last phase of the SMS, i.e.,Documenting
theMapping Study is detailed in the remainder of this paper.
The results documentation is based on investigating the RQs
(in Section IV-A) and presenting their findings. The results
documentation is classified as (a) Research Demography and
Mapping (as First Stage in Section V) and (b) Research Solu-
tions and their Evaluations (as Second Stage in Sections VI
and VII). As part of the documentation, the critical finding
of the SMS are reviewed and validity threats to the SMS
results are also presented (in Section VIII and Section IX
respectively). The artefacts used and created in this study
are publicly available in a replication package, which can be
found at [57]. The replication package includes the database
search queries, the answer sets of these queries and the maps
of the categorised papers and patterns.

V. DEMOGRAPHY ANALYSIS BASED ON TYPES,
FREQUENCY AND VENUES OF THE PUBLICATIONS
In this section, we answer RQ-1 and RQ-2 that focus on
demography analysis of published research on security and
privacy of m/uHealth systems. In the demography analysis
we aim to investigate the types of published research and
frequency of publications during a specific year or a range
of years (in Section V-A). We also identify prominent venues
of publications (Section V-B). As per the research method
(in Figure 2), demography analysis relates to first stage
analysis and documentation of the topic under investigation.
Specifically, the Stage 1 mapping highlights progression of
research over the years in terms of numbers of publications,
diversity in terms of types of publications, and publication
venues as sources of research emergence.

A. ANALYZING FREQUENCY AND THE TYPES OF THE
PUBLISHED RESEARCH
To answer RQ-1, we analysed the types and the frequencies
of the published research from years 2015 to 2019 as shown
in Figure 3. As discussed earlier (Section IV-B), through our
pilot searches, we decided to focus on the state-of-the-art
on the topic starting from 2015, whereas 2019 (02/10/2019)
represents the cut-off point of our literature search as shown
in Figure 3. For fine-grained analysis and interpretation of
Figure 3, we provide complementary information in terms
of: (a) types of research publications in Figure 4, (b) types

FIGURE 3. Number of types of research papers along the years.

FIGURE 4. Number of publications based on each research types.

FIGURE 5. Number of publications based on each contribution types.

of research contributions in Figure 5, (c) number of publica-
tions on family of security and privacy controls in Figure 6,
(d) number of publications on common types of m/uHealth
applications in Figure 7, and (e) number of publications on
technologies being used to enable m/uHealth applications
in Figure 8. All of the above-mentioned quantitative analysis
are detailed later in this section to highlight progression and
diversity of the published research on secure and private m/u-
Health systems.

Figure 3 has two main dimensions. The first dimension
includes the frequency of the publications in terms of the
total number of the studies published during the respec-
tive years (projected along y-axis). The second dimension
presents the diversity of the published research in terms of
different types of publications such as conference proceed-
ings or journal articles during each year (projected along
y-axis). In this second dimension, the papers are classified
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FIGURE 6. Number of publications based on each family of security and
privacy controls.

FIGURE 7. Number of publications based on each application categories.

FIGURE 8. Number of publications based on used technologies.

as Review, Conference Paper, Book Chapter and Article (as
provided by Scopus). The unified view of Figure 3 highlights
the total number and the types of the published research.

Figure 3 highlights a gradual increase in the frequency of
the research publications such that year 2015 (57 publica-
tions), 2016 (57 publications), 2017 (85 publications), 2018
(90 publications) and 2019 (80 publications). We interpret
the increased frequency as an indication of the growth of
the publications that corresponds to an increasing interests
in the community for the research and development of secu-
rity and privacy in the context of m/uHealth systems. Ini-
tially published studies in the year 2015 such as [P16, P51,
P52] 5 primarily focused on security, mobile apps, smart-
phones and sensor networks in the context of m/uHealth
systems. In contrast, the recently published studies from
2019 such as [P286, P289, P322] addresses privacy (vis-a-
vis GDPR),‘‘cyber’’-security, blockchain and IoT to enable
secure and private m/uHealth systems. Another observation
in Figure 3 is about more than doubled journal articles
that theoretically represent the detailed presentation of the
research challenges, the proposed solutions and rigorous eval-
uations. For example, the study [P346] published in Journal of
Medical Internet Research provides fine-grained presentation
of an open-source platform for processingmHealth data using
sensors, wearables and mobile devices.

1) TYPES OF THE RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Figure 4 highlights the types of research publications across
6 different well established categories that have been adopted
from [58]. For example, Figure 4 shows that the most number
of the publications as Solution Proposals (i.e., 301 studies)
and the least number as Experience Papers (i.e., 7 studies
only). Solution Proposals represent novel ideas that formulate
an innovative solution to already established or emerging
solutions for security and privacy of m/uHealth system. For
example, the studies [P58, P135, P337] represent the solution
proposals for security and privacy frameworks for ubiquitous
IoT systems, sensor-based remote monitoring, and mHealth
apps, respectively. Further details about each type of the
research publications as shown in Figure 4 can be found
in [58]. The primary intent of Figure 4 is to represent the
diversity of the published research in the context of the well
established categories of the research publication types.

2) TYPES OF THE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
Figure 5 shows different types of research contributions
across 7 distinct categories that have been adopted from [59],
[60]. Specifically, Figure 5 shows that the most types of the
research contributions are in the form ofModel (i.e., 175 stud-
ies) and the least type as Theory (i.e., 01 study). Research
contributions categorized as Model focus on the represen-
tation of the observed reality by concepts. For example,
the studies [P30, P73] that represent a mathematical models

5The notation [Pn],P stands forPrimary studies and n represents a number
(n = 1, 2, . . . , 365) refers to 365 primary studies that have been selected for
review, in this mapping study, presented in [56] (Appendix A). The notation
also maintains a distinction between bibliography (’References’), primary
studies for this review (Appendix A, [56]), and theEvaluationResearch (ER)
(Appendix B, [56]).
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TABLE 3. Top 9 publication venues. Number of publications (#) and total percentages (%) for journals and conferences.

in the form of cryptographic schemes for authentication and
key agreement. Further details about each type of the research
contribution as shown in Figure 5 can be found in [59], [60].
The aim of presenting the data in Figure 5 is to provide
a high-level view of different research contributions as the
constituent elements of the published literature that vary from
tools (enabling automation), to lessons learned (recommen-
dation and guidelines), and frameworks (integrated develop-
ment environments) to enable or enhance the security and
privacy of m/uHealth Systems.

3) NUMBER OF THE PUBLICATIONS ON THE FAMILIES OF
THE PRIVACY AND SECURITY CONTROLS
Figure 6 shows studies distributed across a total of twenty
security and privacy control families according to NIST-
8062 standard [31]. The vast majority of existing solutions
implement controls from the families of system and com-
munication protection (SC, n = 273) and identification and
authentication (IA, n = 228), which are typical security
controls for confidential communication (i.e., encryption),
and user or device authentication. Organisational aspects
addressed by families such as planning (PL, n = 1) and
personal security (PS, n = 0) are under-represented in the
existing research.

4) NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS ON COMMON TYPES OF
THE m/uHealth APPLICATIONS
Figure 7 presents the different types of health applications
that were reported in the reviewed studies. This classification
is based on theWorld Health Organization (WHO) reports on
eHealth and mHealth technologies that have been reported
by all the affiliated countries [4]. The applications for patient
remote monitoring (n = 241) (e.g., use mobile devices
or sensor tracking of vital signs) and for patient records
(n = 138) (e.g., personal health records or electronic health
records) are still the most traditional mHealth systems. On
the other hand, the mHealth application categories for health

call centers and helplines (n = 4), as well as public health
emergencies (n = 4) have not been the usual targets with
respect to security and privacy research.

5) NUMBER OF THE PUBLICATIONS ON TECHNOLOGIES
BEING USED TO ENABLE m/uHealth APPLICATIONS
Figure 8 shows the types of used technologies that enable var-
ious m/uHealth systems. This classification was created by
the authors using the keywording method, and thus forming
groups of closely related keywords. Not surprisingly, the use
of mobile phones (or smartphones) is by far the most used
type of technology (n = 306), followed by sensors and IoT
devices (n = 157). Technologies such as RFID (n = 17),
Blockchain (n = 11), Smartcard (n = 7) and NFC (n = 5)
have not yet been extensively addressed.

B. PROMINENT VENUES OF THE PUBLISHED RESEARCH
We now answer RQ-2 that is aimed at identifying and dis-
cussing the venues of the publications. Table 3 provides a
structured catalogue to provide all the relevant information
about the prominent venues of the reviewed publications.
The prominent venues refer to any journal or conference
proceedings etc. with a specific minimum number of pub-
lications (i.e., at least 06 published studies). The results
from our pool of the selected publications indicate that an
increasing number of papers are being published every year
(see Figure 3). A vast majority of the publications fall into
the categories of journal articles (n = 197) and conference
papers (n = 164). There are dozens of publications venues
where the reviewed papers have been published. That means
the published research on security and privacy of m/uHealth
is sparsely distributed in different journals, conference pro-
ceedings and books. There are nine venues that cover nearly
20% of the total number of the reviewed papers, as shown
in Table 3. All other venues have the lower number of publi-
cation, ranging from 1 to 4 papers only.
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Table 3 also shows that the venues are mostly journals
positioned in the top quartiles (i.e., Q1 and Q2) according
the the Scientific Journal Rankings (JCR 6). High accumu-
lated citations are particularly presented on journals, namely
the Future Generation Computer Systems, the IEEE Access
and the Journal of Medical Systems. Comparatively, journal
venues have a much higher accumulated number of citations
when compared to the conference venues. Publishers are
concentrated in Europe (i.e., Germany, Switzerland and the
Netherlands) and North America (i.e., USA and Canada).
Table 3 shows a diversity of publication venues that include
but not limited to computer science and systems, embed-
ded systems, medical and intelligent systems. For example,
the publication venue named Future Generation Computer
Systems (FGCS) categorized as computer science and sys-
tems journal has a total of 7 publications [P215, P242, P249,
P261, P282, P344, P355] that specifically focus on security
of advanced technologies, such as mHealth social networks,
cyber-physical networks, edge computing, IoT and big data
systems.

VI. RESEARCH MAPPING BASED ON THE EXISTING
SOLUTIONS FOR THE SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF
m/uHealth SYSTEMS
In this section, we answer RQ-3 driven by the mapping of
the existing research as illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
corresponding to our second-stage analysis and documenta-
tion (as in Figure 2). We provide the research mapping that
identifies the state-of-the-art in terms of the existing solutions
and their prime contribution(s) to support security and privacy
of m/uHealth systems (Section VI-A).

A. MAPPING OF THE EXISTING SOLUTION FOR THE
SECURE AND PRIVATE m/uHealth
This section answers RQ-4 to present a systematic map of the
existing solutions. First we present the mapping between the
types of the research contributions and the types of the secu-
rity and privacy control families (Section VI-A1). We then
present the mapping between the types of the applications
and the types of the technologies being used to support the
security and privacy of m/u-Health systems (Section VI-A2).

1) MAPPING BETWEEN THE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
AND THE SECURITY AND PRIVACY CONTROL FAMILIES
The first systematic map produced in this SMS is shown
in Figure 9. The systematic map works as a matrix (based on
x/y-axis) that unifies (a) three distinct facets to their (b) cor-
responding evidence as detailed below.
Facets of systematic mapping – According to Figure 9,

these are presented as:
• Research type facet is adopted from Figure 4 that is cen-
tral to map research contributions and control families,
drawn on y-axis of Figure 9.

6https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php

FIGURE 9. Mapping results positioning the research type with
contribution type and security and privacy control families.

• Contribution type facet presented on x-axis at left of
Figure 9 draws different types of research contributions
adopted from Figure 5.
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FIGURE 10. Mapping results positioning the research type with
application types and used technology.

• Security and Privacy control families facet presented on
x-axis at the right of Figure 9 draws different types of
security and privacy control families from Figure 6.

Evidence for systematic mapping – The published evidence
for the systematic mapping refers to the reviewed studies
(Appendix A [56]) that are relevant to a particular map that
are presented as bubbles plotted in Figure 9.
• Evidence for Contributions is presented on y-axis at
the left of Figure 9 that provides a mapping between the
research types and its particular contributions. For exam-
ple, based on this mapping we can interpret that there are
a total of 42 published papers (e.g., [P1, P22, P28]) that
focus on the validation of the tools developed to enable
or enhance the security and privacy of m/uHealth sys-
tems. For example, the study reported in [P22] presents
a mHealth systems for securely transmitting personal
bio data. To validate the proposed tool, the authors
implemented it and carried a controlled experiment by
spoofing the communication channel to demonstrate
confidentiality. Alternatively, we can view that there are
no opinion or philosophical papers about tool support for
the security and privacy of m/uHealth systems.

• Evidence for security and privacy control families is
presented on y-axis at the right of Figure 9 that pro-
vides a mapping between the research types and the
security and privacy control families. For example, this
mapping can help us to interpret that in our mapping
study a total of 141 solutions have been proposed (e.g.
[P44, P51, P56]) that exploit Access Control as a mech-
anism to enable or enhance the security and privacy
of m/uHealth. For example, a study [P51] presents the
solutions as a security framework for mHealth systems
that implements a role-based access control mechanisms
to achieve authorised access to health data. Based on the
mapping, we can also see that there is no validation of
Awareness and Training to support security and privacy.

Based on Figure 9, there can be multiple and diverse inter-
pretations about the existing research. An exhaustive detail
about each possible types of interpretation is not possible.
However, we provide some examples and guidelines below
that can help a reader to identify and interpret the available
information as per their needs. These examples include:
• What is the most and least focused security and privacy
control families in published literature? In order to iden-
tify the most focused (top 3 by number of publications)
security and privacy control families, we have identified
System and Communication Protection (273 studies),
Identification and Authentication (228 studies) along
with System and Information Integrity (201 studies) as
the most researched ones. On the contrary, the least
focused families include Personal Security (0 studies),
Planning (1 studies), and ProgramManagement (2 stud-
ies) as least focused areas.

• What types of contributions gain the most or the least
attention in the recent years? The results show that a
vast majority of the contributions are in the forms of
Models (175 studies), Frameworks (100 studies) along
with Tools (77 studies). However, a significantly less
expressive number of studies offer the contributions in
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terms of Theories (1 study), Advice (11 studies) and
Guidelines (24 studies) on engineering and development
of the secure and private m/uHealth systems.

• What types of research has the most and the least
number of publications? As usual in the area of com-
puter science, most of the research is categorised as
Solution Proposal (301 studies), followed by Valida-
tion Research (178 studies) and Evaluation Research
(54 studies). For example, the studies [P279, P306] as
validation research demonstrate that is feasible to per-
form privacy-preserving search/querying over mHealth
data, even though further studies are warranted to eval-
uate the proposed solutions in practice.

2) MAPPING BETWEEN THE TYPES OF APPLICATIONS AND
THE TYPES OF TECHNOLOGIES
The second systematic map produced in this SMS is shown
in Figure 10.
Facets of systematic mapping – According to Figure 10,

these are presented as:
• Research type facet, as aforementioned, is drawn on
y-axis of Figure 10, central to map application types and
used technologies.

• Application type facet presented on the x-axis at left of
Figure 10 draws different types of m/uHealth applica-
tions adopted from Figure 7.

• Used technology facet presented on x-axis at the right of
Figure 10 draws different types of the used technologies
from Figure 8.

Evidence for systematic mapping – The published evidence
for systematic mapping that are relevant to this map are
presented as bubbles plotted in Figure 10.
• Evidence for Applications is presented on the y-axis
at the left of Figure 10, providing a mapping between
the research types and its application categories. For
instance, it is possible to interpret that a total 200 stud-
ies (e.g., [P4, P13, P14]) are solution proposals for
the patient monitoring systems. For example, the paper
[P13] provides a solution in the form of a mHealth
patient monitoring emergency alert system.

• Evidence for the used technologies is presented on
the y-axis at the right of Figure 10 that provides a
mapping between the research types and the used tech-
nologies. This mapping shows for example that 47 stud-
ies (e.g., [P23, P62]) that used mobile phones as their
enabling technologies have also been evaluated. The
work reported in [P62] is an example of a privacy-aware
telemonitoring systems for patient with chronic heart
failure that has been evaluated in practice.

VII. EVALUATION STUDIES ON THE SECURITY AND
PRIVACY OF m/uHealth SYSTEMS
In this section we answer RQ-4 by presenting the existing
evaluation studies on security and privacy of m/uHealth sys-
tems. The answer to the above mentioned question help us to
investigate the evaluation research (i.e., Research Type facet

in Figure 9 and Figure 10). Investigating the studies on the
evaluation research pinpoints the existing or innovative meth-
ods and techniques being adopted or developed to validate
the proposed solution (presented in Section VI). Moreover,
an explicit discussion on the solution evaluation and the eval-
uation studies streamline the rigor of the published research
and its validation.

All studies in the Evaluation Research facet intersect the
topics of (1) security, (2) privacy and (3) m/uHealth. How-
ever, these studies usually put more emphasis on one of the
topics. For instance, a study that reports a mHealth interven-
tion mainly emphasises the health outcomes (e.g., use of a
weight-loss app [ER02]). Although the authors also claim to
have the security and privacy controls implemented, these
controls are not the focus of the study or of its evaluation.
A summary of the Evaluation Research in respect to their
main emphasis is shown in Table 4. As per the methodol-
ogy, in this second-stage analysis, we are especially inter-
ested in the evaluation process in terms of the security and
privacy technologies (as per Table 4, the studies with the
emphasis on ’privacy’, ’security’, and ’security and privacy’,
i.e., n = 13 + 12 + 3 = 28, ) and to the extent that they
have been evaluated in the current state of the research. That
is not to say that the evaluation process regarding healthcare
and health outcomes is of less importance, rather there has
been extensive research on the evaluation and maturity of
m/uHealth systems already [6], [61], as opposed to their
security and privacy technologies.

TABLE 4. Distribution of the papers with respect to the main emphases.

In the remainder of this section, first, some general
comments are provided on the very few studies that put
emphasis in healthcare and that at the same time show a
significant amount of evidence of evaluation of its security
and privacy components. Next, an in-depth presentation of the
themes is provided, configuring the thematic analysis in five
broad groups: (1) security and privacy evaluation strategies
(Tables 5 and 6); (2) identified problems in industry (Table 7);
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TABLE 5. Distribution of the studies across themes on security and
privacy evaluation strategies.

(3) solutions as security and privacy models and frameworks
(Table 8); (4) solutions as security and privacy assessment
methodologies (Table 9); and, (5) solutions as security and
privacy systems and applications (Table 10). Lastly, a detailed
score card for the quality assessment of the studies with the
emphasis on security and privacy is provided in Table 11.

A. OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION RESEARCH
As per the SMS results, it is often the case that authors
are more focused on evaluating health outcomes for a given
solution instead of evaluating ‘‘non-functional requirements’’
related to security and privacy (see Table 4). Other studies are
more focused on the performance, feasibility, usability and
acceptability of systems. For such studies, security and pri-
vacy features do exist in the systems, but they are not targeted
in the evaluation process. However, a few exceptions were
found in which the studies actually do significant evaluation
of the implemented security and privacy technologies, even
though the main emphasis is on healthcare.

This study has identified that some studies describe the
overall issues, such as lack of compliance with privacy laws,
insufficient/lacking privacy policies and app vulnerabilities
in their studies (i.e., [ER02, ER07, ER24, ER43]). A few
studies also go as far as proposing or using the methods for

TABLE 6. (Continuation) distribution of the studies across themes on the
security and privacy evaluation strategies.

privacy policy assessments (i.e., [ER07, ER24]), and privacy
models (i.e., [ER05]). Sometimes, the privacy analysis is part
of a broader system specification assessment (i.e., [ER09]) or
app assessment criteria (i.e., [ER24]). Other studies address
the security related issues to a greater extent, by means of
performing a security analysis (i.e., [ER43]) or implementing
a security framework (i.e., [ER41]). Given that, these stud-
ies are further discussed along with the thematic analysis,
together with the studies that emphasise security and privacy.

As a general trend, it is also worth noting that half of
the evaluation studies (n = 26, 50%) performed a third-
party evaluation of the existing solutions in the market,
e.g., mHealth apps, privacy policies, mobile devices and
wearables, communication protocols or standards. This is
very important because many researchers are acting as the
third-party evaluator, performing privacy and security anal-
yses and providing an unbiased evaluation of the existing
solutions. As a result, they help identify problems in the
industry as well as to provide recommendations to m/uHealth
developers and practitioners.

In the following subsections, the studies are categorised in
themes, as explained in Section IV.We have closely clustered
the themes in the provided tables to facilitate the analysis.
A sentence that captures an emblematic example is provided
for each theme as well as the studies that fall into it.
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TABLE 7. Distribution of the studies across themes on identified
problems in industry.

B. EVALUATION STRATEGIES FOR SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Many strategies have been used to evaluate the security-
and privacy-related models and solutions in the selected
studies. This first group of the themes summarises the
evaluation strategies evidenced in the selected studies
(see Tables 5 and 6), making it the most important group in
this thematic analysis. These evaluation strategies consist of
the explicit use of the methods or methodologies for the
evaluation purposes. Some studies propose a more general
assessment of apps, represented in the themes App Critical
Content Analysis and App General Assessments. These stud-
ies assess the quality of apps, considering privacy just as one
of the sub-components of the assessment (i.e., [ER37, ER24,
ER42]). Nonetheless, in the theme App Privacy Assess-
ment, the studies go further, extensively assessing privacy,
checking for app’s required permissions, consent strate-
gies, privacy policies, transparency and purpose specification
(i.e., [ER19, ER29, ER36]).

Several studies focus on the security-related themes,
organised in four main clusters: (1) App Security Analysis
(i.e., [ER01, ER20, ER36, ER43]), App Security Audit

TABLE 8. Distribution of the studies across themes on models and
frameworks solutions.

(i.e., [ER11]) or App Vulnerability Scanning (i.e., [ER 27]);
(2) Formal Rigorous Analysis and Formal Security Analysis
(i.e., [ER15, ER48]); (3) Server-Side Security Analysis (i.e.,
[ER20, ER33, ER36]); and, (4) Wearable Security Assess-
ments (i.e., [ER16, ER23, ER26]) and analysis of Wireless
Communication Security (i.e., [ER17]).

Authors sometimes create and use their own ad-hoc
evaluation methodology for security and privacy. However,
as detailed in the next sections, many studies either propose
a new methodology for the assessments or adopt an existing
approach from the literature. In either case, they contribute by
typically evaluating the existing solutions already available in
the market. Also, standing out among the themes in Table 5,
many studies carried outPrivacy Policy Assessments or calcu-
late a Privacy Policy Transparency Score for a given number
of mHealth apps.

C. EVALUATING RESEARCH IN THE INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT
The industry can benefit from several of the reviewed studies
that have evaluated the m/uHealth solutions in the market
(see Table 7). As a result of the evaluation process, such stud-
ies are able to Identify App Attacks (i.e., [ER11]) and Identify
App Vulnerabilities (i.e., [ER01, ER11, ER20, ER27, ER43]).
Another group of studies evaluated wearables and wire-
less connectivity to Identify Flawed Protocols (i.e., [ER48])
and Wireless Communication Vulnerabilities (i.e., [ER48]),
as well as Identify Wearable Vulnerabilities (i.e., [ER16,
ER23, ER26]) and Remote Attacks to HeartBeat-Based Secu-
rity (i.e., [ER44]). Most remarkably, several studies (n = 9)
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TABLE 9. Distribution of the studies across themes on security and
privacy assessment solutions.

reported that the available apps have shown a Lack of Privacy
Policies (e.g., non-existent, insufficient, unclear or unread-
able). Among such studies, Compliance was a recurring
theme (n = 13), whether with respect to the current privacy
laws or the security standards, many m/uHealth solutions
were found to be non-compliant.

TABLE 10. Distribution of studies across themes on systems and
applications solutions.

D. EVALUATION RESEARCH – SOLUTIONS AS MODELS
AND FRAMEWORKS
Despite the evaluation processes per se, we also provide a
panorama of the security and privacy solutions that have
been proposed and evaluated in the context of m/uHealth.
Solutions essentially fall into three groups: (1) security
and privacy models and frameworks (theoretical); (2) secu-
rity and privacy assessment methods (risk-driven analy-
sis); and, (3) security and privacy systems and applications
(technologies).

Models and frameworks (see Table 8) depart from a the-
oretical solution for a problem, that are later implemented
and evaluated in practice. Some proposed Security frame-
works, using a wide array of cryptographic mechanisms for
achieving CIA (i.e., [ER12, ER41]). A couple of the reviewed
papers have developed specific cryptographic mechanisms
for Key Distribution Schemes (i.e., [ER18]) or Privacy Data
Release (i.e., [ER15]). There is also a study describing a
Privacy model for mHealth apps (i.e., [ER05]) and another
defining a Security testing environment to analyze the app’s
communication and data handling (i.e., [ER01]).

E. EVALUATION RESEARCH – SOLUTIONS AS SECURITY
AND PRIVACY ASSESSMENTS METHODS
A major part of the solutions, in the evaluation studies,
is devoted to various approaches for assessing the security and
privacy inm/uHealth systems. These solutions tend to be risk-
driven, proposing new methodologies for identifying threats,
calculating risks and selecting controls. As mentioned, some
methodologies take on a broader perspective, yet addressing
security and privacy as part of their App Assessment Criteria
and System Specification Assessment (i.e., [ER24, ER42,
ER09]). Only one study proposes an App Security and Pri-
vacy Assessment Methodology reviewing the aspects of both,
security and privacy, of various apps (i.e., [ER36]). Geared
toward privacy, some studies specialise in Information Pri-
vacy Risk Scores and Privacy Heuristic Evaluation Methods
(i.e., [ER10, ER19]), as well as in Privacy Policy Assessment
Methods and Privacy Policy Assessment Scales (i.e., [ER04,
ER34, ER06]). The last cluster of the studies focuses on
security, tailoring the assessments toward Security Assurance
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TABLE 11. Detailed score card for the quality assessment of the studies in security and privacy.

Recommendations, Security Check of Android Apps, Security
TestingMethods and Security Vulnerability AssessmentMeth-
ods (i.e., [ER27, ER11, ER20, ER23, ER26]).

F. EVALUATION RESEARCH – SOLUTIONS AS SECURITY
AND PRIVACY TECHNOLOGIES
The last group of the themes refers to two particular studies
that describe the implementation of the security and privacy
controls. The first one is a Graphical User Interface for
Communicating Privacy Risks as a transparency-enhancing
tool, allowing users to analyse and compare apps in respect
to privacy risks (i.e., [ER10]). Another solution is a Trust-
Based Intrusion Detection Systems for Medical Smartphone
Networks that establish a level of trust among devices used in
healthcare environments (i.e., [ER28]).

G. QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Apart from the thematic analysis, we also assessed the quality
of the evaluation studies using eleven research dimensions
and the quality of the reported evidences (see Table 11).
As explained in Section IV, for this quality assessment we
followed the approach introduced in [62]. Overall, the studies
received an average score of 8.57 (out 11) on the quality
assessment. A vast majority of the evaluation studies offers a
sound research paper, with clearly defined aims and contribu-
tions. Main points of concern are around the research design
and sampling items, which consequently also negatively

affect other factors. For example, one study [ER04] has a
cumulative score of 9.5 (see Table 11), that indicates that
the study is indeed a research paper (Res), i.e., not only
a viewpoint or opinion, with clear aims (Aim) and context
(Con), and details its research design (RDs). In this study,
however, the sample (Sam) was rather small, and there is no
control group (Ctr), which affects the data collection (DCo)
and data analysis (DAn). Lastly, in this study, the authors
also explicitly stated the possible biases (Bia), main findings
(Fin); and value (Val) to other areas.

For the studies that achieved a cumulative score of 10 (e.g.,
[ER19, ER34]), the authors have done an excellent work
in detailing all aspects of the reported research. However,
the studies with low cumulative score (e.g., [ER11, ER14]),
we found that important explanations were missing, partic-
ularly on the research design as well as details on data col-
lection and analysis, which negatively impacted the overall
research findings and value. Besides, it is also worth noting
that none of the evaluation studies have reported using a
control group in their research.

We found that 15 (out of 28) studies presented a clear and
detailed description of the research design and methodology.
Authors of these studies have carefully created or adopted
assessments artefacts as part of their methodology, making
it clear what is going to be evaluated and how, enabling a
high-level of research reproducibility. Most of the studies
evaluated the existing apps, their privacy policies or wearable
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device, and their authors would typically select a sample of
a category of applications for this evaluation. In 13 of the
evaluation studies, the samples were small, which limits the
extent of the evaluation of a new method for the security or
privacy assessment, and thus also limiting the generalisability
of the findings and the overall research value.

Regarding the data collection and analysis, 18 studies on
each category provided sufficient description in their method-
ologies. Other studies mentioned their data collection and
analysis procedures, but the descriptions were too brief (e.g.,
lacking information about sources, surveys, or interview pro-
cesses) or did not provide enough explanation and justifi-
cation. Most of the studies (n = 24) defined an evaluation
strategy to assess, test or scan security and privacy issues,
so that the authors could have fairly evaluate the solutions in
an unbiased manner. Lastly, we considered that the scores for
the research findings and value were 17 and 15 respectively,
mainly looking if the authors were clearly stating the research
findings and the value of the research to the broader commu-
nity. However, we found that the findings and the value scores
were also negatively influenced by the quality of the research
design and other processes.

VIII. REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF THE SMS RESULTS
After answering all the RQs individually, in this section,
we review and discuss the core findings of the mapping
study on the security and privacy of m/uHealth systems. This
discussion is aimed at demonstrating the collective impact of
the existing research in terms of its strengths and limitations
by highlighting the under-/over-researched areas, perceived
trends and potential gaps based on the evidences from the
literature. In the remainder of this section, we refer to the
respective figures (Figure 3 to Figure 10) as illustrations and
tables as structured information (Table 7 to Table 11) that
complement the review provided here.

A. STAGE I ANALYSIS: TYPES, FREQUENCY, AND VENUES
OF THE RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Stage I analysis primarily focus on demographics of the
published research, specifically in terms of types, frequency
and prominent venues of the research publications that are
reviewed below.

1) TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF THE PUBLISHED RESEARCH
(RQ-1)
The results in Figure 3 shows a steady increase in the num-
ber of publications on the topic. Over the years since our
starting point on the topic in 2015, 90% of the publications
have been published in scientific journals and conference
proceedings. Most of the contributions, as shown in Figure 4,
are in the form of solution proposals, usually applying some
kind of validation through prototyping, performance analysis
or user studies. However, only about 60/365 (i.e., 16.5%)
publications have reported proper evaluation of the systems,
i.e., with real-life deployment and medium to large scale
testing with end users, such as [ER40, ER41]. Although

validation is the first step before starting any stage evaluation,
it is important that researchers take such initiatives further
and deploy the proposed solutions in real systems with real
users. Validation of prototypes tend to be of rather limited
scope, with simplified assumptions that often do not repre-
sent the level of complexity that exists in the environment
of m/uHealth technologies, such as [P279, P306]. Valida-
tion methods also tend to focus on bench-marking a set of
variables for performance analysis (e.g., time consumption,
memory requirements or usability), instead of fully engaging
with all users, stakeholders, and real problems that need to be
solved. Specifically, the reported solutions tend to compete
for performance benchmarks or even argue for higher levels
of security and privacy, but the question remains that do they
really address an existing problem in people’s lives? What is
the impact of the improved performance? Essentially, rigor-
ous evaluation brings to surface the more tangible relevance
of the research, so as to avoid creating solutions to artificial
problems, or even starting with a solution and only then trying
to find the problem to use it.

2) PROMINENT VENUES OF THE PUBLICATIONS (RQ-2)
Another important finding relates to the publication venues
(in Table 3). The area of m/uHealth has seen much growth
during the past decade, but the contributions are rather
sparsely distributed in a large number of scientific journals
and conferences. In fact, this SMS does not seem to reveal
anymajor leading venue in the field. Even the top nine venues
listed in Table 3 only represent 20% of the mapped studies
such as [P114, P134], leaving a large majority, almost 80%,
of the studies are thinly distributed among dozens of other
publication venues. These top venues, however, do include
prominent journals with significant impact factors as well as
proceedings from well-known conferences. It is also worth
noticing that more than half of these top venues have a
rather general research scope and four of them are in the
field of health informatics as a broad. The topic of security
and privacy for m/uHealth is actually highly specialised and
the existing research frequently falls into sub-tracks of the
existing journals and conferences. For instance, the Journal of
Medical Internet Research has the sister Journal of mHealth
and uHealth, which has security and privacy as one of its
tracks.

B. STAGE II ANALYSIS: THE EXISTING SOLUTIONS AND
VALIDATION RESEARCH
Stage II analysis present the mapping of the existing solu-
tions and their evaluations for engineering secure and private
m/u-Health systems that are reviewed below.

C. EXISTING SOLUTIONS OF THE SECURITY AND PRIVACY
OF m/uHealth (RQ-3)
The systematic map presented in Figure 9 allows us to
observe an interesting phenomena that most publications
(≈ 85%) match only six out of the twenty control fam-
ilies. In these twenty families, NIST’s special publication
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800-53 provides us with a total of 276 security and pri-
vacy controls. The top six families with the most matches
(see Figure 6) account for a total of 105 controls (i.e., SC =
41,AC = 23, SI = 19, IA = 12, IP = 6,PA = 4).
A closer look at these six families reveals that they cover the
most fundamental security and privacy controls, such as con-
fidential communication (encryption) (e.g., [P160, P161]),
authentication and key exchange (e.g., [P29, P30]), informa-
tion integrity (e.g., [P139, P140]), authorisation and access
control [P146, P159], individual participation and sharing
of personal data (e.g., [P185]), and audit and accountability
(e.g., [P182]). These controls are mostly technical, i.e., the
use technology to reduce vulnerabilities and can be installed
and configured providing protection automatically. On the
one hand, the research focus on such controls exhibit an
emphasis from the community about getting the basics of
the security and privacy right, given that their correct imple-
mentation can indeed solve a vast majority of threats faced
by m/uHealth systems. On the other hand, less focus is
given to organisational and managerial controls (e.g., [P81,
P358]). Such under-represented control families are however
critical to the operation of organisations using m/uHealth
systems. There are a few hypotheses that could explain such
observation: a) these areas are not viewed as critical as the
others; b) researchers in security and privacy as well as
m/uHealth practitioners may lack expertise in such areas;
c) researchers may have a technical bias, and prefer to limit
the scope to specific requirements of m/uHealth systems
rather than organisational ones. Nonetheless, implementing
organisational controls such as data governance strategies and
establishing security and privacy policies are indeed critical to
the successful operation of any organisation, and even more
if processing personal health data. More emphasis on such
controls families is in fact warranted, specially for m/uHealth
initiatives being deployed in low- and middle-income coun-
tries, usually covering highly vulnerable populations.

Future research could focus on the under-represented con-
trol families. Many of these controls families tend to address
vulnerabilities related to broader aspects of an organisation
(e.g., risk assessment, incident response, awareness and train-
ing and program management), instead of purely technical
controls that can be implemented in a particular m/uHealth
system.

It is important to stress that strategies of security and
privacy by design are technical approaches to a social prob-
lem [63], i.e., the fundamental human right to privacy.
Security mechanisms and privacy-enhancing technologies
cannot fix a broken business model. Organisational change
is therefore indispensable for establishing a culture of secu-
rity and privacy across all departments and divisions in a
company.

D. EVALUATION STUDIES ON THE SECURITY AND
PRIVACY OF m/uHealth SYSTEMS (RQ-4)
As described in Tables 5 and 6, most of the studies either
evaluate a set of mHealth apps or their privacy policies

(e.g., [ER04, ER06, ER34]). Empirical evidence on eval-
uation concentrates mainly in mHealth systems instead of
uHealth systems (e.g., involving wearables, sensors net-
works or IoT in general). The reviewed studies used vari-
ous approaches to evaluate the existing solutions, which we
organised in a number of groups and themes. The first group
of the evaluation strategies (Table 5), comprises the themes of
App Critical Content Analysis and App General Assessments
with a total of 3 studies [ER37, ER24, ER42]. These studies
prescribe a general assessment, geared towards quality and
safety, considering privacy to a limited extent, which is not
sufficient for security and privacy compliance.

On the other hand, two other groups concentrate on such
specialised assessments (Table 5), specifically for mHealth
apps. For privacy, the theme of App Privacy Assessments con-
taining 3 studies [ER19, ER29, ER36], and for security the
group of themes onApp Security Analysis,App Security Audit
and App Vulnerability Scanningwith 6 studies in total [ER01,
ER20, ER36, ER43, ER11, ER27]. These studies offer more
suitable approaches for evaluating security and privacy of
mHealth apps. Nonetheless, the assessment strategies vary
greatly, and the future research could integrate these secu-
rity/privacy assessments in an unified framework for mHealth
apps. Such integrated frameworks can also include the work
on the theme of Server-Side Security Analysis ((Table 6)),
i.e., jointly considering apps, servers, and third-party servers.
This would be useful as a recommendation system built in
line with the existing security and privacy standards and
regulations in the health sector.

The privacy policies for mHealth apps were the most
commonly evaluated artefacts (Table 6), consisting of the
themes of Privacy Policy Assessment with 11 studies
[ER01, ER04, ER06, ER07, ER10, ER20, ER30, ER31,
ER37, ER39, ER47] and Privacy Transparency Score with
1 study [ER34]. These assessments focus on the transparency
and openness of mHealth apps, i.e., clearly defining what
personal data is collected and processed and for which pur-
poses, in easy and understandable language. This study has
also revealed that there are a diverse set of privacy evalu-
ation approaches that tend to rely on manual inspection as
well as automatic measurement of text complexity. We see
an opportunity for further research on comparing and inte-
grating the evaluation approaches. Making privacy policies
more understandable is critical for achieving users’ informed
consent under different privacy regulations (e.g., EU GDPR).

Lastly, on the evaluation approaches, the themes of Wear-
able Security Assessment andWireless Communication Secu-
rity with 3 and 1 studies respectively (Table 6). These studies
essentially evaluate the security of pairing wearable devices
and the (lack of security) in the communication channels,
e.g., due to misconfiguration or transmission of health data in
plain text. Such studies help evaluate widely used devices in
the market and wireless technologies (e.g., Fitbit, Bluetooth
and NFC), demonstrating security attacks and potential data
breaches. Here we also see that an integrated framework can
be developed for security and privacy of wearables and IoT
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devices. Such integrated framework could be leveraged from
existing work on security and privacy for IoT-based health-
care systems, e.g., using tailored mechanisms [64], metrics
and risk assessment frameworks [65], [66].

1) QUALITY OF EVALUATION STUDIES
Overall, the quality of the reported evaluations for the existing
solutions achieved a good mark of 8.57 (out 11) as shown
in Table 11. In fact, six evaluation studies achieved 10 marks,
qualifying them among the top ranked studies (i.e., [ER19,
ER34, ER39, ER47, ER33, ER44]). These studies share a
clear presentation addressing all the quality criteria. These
studies clearly establish the research aims and context, detail
the methodology and carry out the evaluation, describing all
steps from the study design to the data collection and analysis.

To put things in the perspective, four of these studies
focused on evaluating privacy policies of mHealth apps
([ER19, ER34, ER39, ER47]). They carefully describe their
research plan and gather a significant number of mHealth
apps and their privacy policies for evaluation (ranging from
64 [ER19] up to 600 apps [ER47]). The evaluation follows a
very structured and replicable review process, usually check-
ing if the privacy policies are available, their readability,
the quality of the content and compliance with the existing
regulations. Likewise, in [ER33] describes a server-focused
security analysis, comprising 60 apps that were observed
to communicate with 823 servers. The servers were then
analysed using a set of security tools (i.e., BProxy, testssl
script and Qualys SSL Labs), also enabling a replicable col-
lection and analysis of data. The last study [ER44], evalu-
ates the security of heartbeat-based mechanisms (biometric
authentication) against a specific attack (i.e., remote pho-
toplethysmography). Six subjects participated in the study,
enabling the collection of video sequences from which indi-
vidual heartbeats were detected correctly and accurately from
a distance, proving the attack feasibility.

2) STATE OF THE EVALUATION STUDIES
In this systematic review we found that out of 350+ papers
that proposed a new solutions in the area, a vast majority,
173, of the papers are limited to a validation study. There
were only 52 studies that performed evaluation in practice;
there were only 28 studies that focused on the security and
privacy solutions for m/uHealth (e.g., [ER04, ER11, ER18]).
This suggests that the empirical evidence is rather limited and
most of the proposed solutions, that have only been validated,
still need to be properly evaluated.

Almost all evaluation studies concentrate in the area of
mHealth apps. A small portion of the evaluation studies
addressed security and privacy for more advanced uHealth
systems, such as: (a) on wearables, Internet of Things (IoT)
and Internet ofMedical Things (IoMT) [ER26, ER23, ER35];
(b) the use of devices and standards on medical sensor net-
works [ER48, ER18, ER16]; and, (c) working with biometric
sensors for authentication [ER44].

In the field of mHealth systems there has been a greater
emphasises on two specific areas, i.e., (a) security and
privacy for mHealth apps (e.g., [ER19, ER20, ER27]),
and (b) assessments of mHealth apps’ privacy policies
(e.g., [ER01, ER34]). It is imperative to further develop the
proposals in these areas. Both groups of studies can be addi-
tionally analysed and compared, so as to account for multiple
dimensions of security and privacy, towards an integrated
framework for assessing mHealth systems.

IX. THREATS TO VALIDITY OF THE SMS
We now present some threats to the validity of this mapping
study. As in Figure 2 (Section IV), we followed the guide-
lines and recommendations to conduct the mapping study
from [23] that provides a systematic and objective manner to
plan, conduct and document the SMS. However, customiza-
tions to the pre-defined methodological steps may lead to
some bias and limitations that represent threats to the validity
of this SMS, as detailed below.

A. THREAT I – LIMITATIONS OF THE SMS PLAN
The first threat relates to the planning of the SMS in terms of
identifying the needs and justifications for such a mapping
study. Considering the number of the existing secondary
studies (as in Table 1), during the planning phase, there is
a need to outline the scope of the mapping study that does
not overlap the existing research contributions. In order to
avoid the risk of overlapping scope, we executed the search
string (Listing 1) to ensure that there do not exist any sec-
ondary studies on a similar topic. The results of the search
string (Section IV-A1) did not return any relevant secondary
study that focuses on the security and privacy of m/uHealth
systems. Another important aspect of planning an SMS is
to outline the research questions that provide the basis for
an objective investigation of the studies being reviewed in
the SMS. If the RQs are not explicitly stated or omit the
key topics, the results of a mapping study can be flawed,
overlooking the key information. In order to avoid this threat,
we outlined a number of RQs and objective for each of
the RQ (Section IV-A2) that aim to find answers about
the frequency, progression, existing challenges, solution and
emerging research. We tried our best to minimize any bias or
limitations during the planning phase to define the scope and
objectives of the SMS. Once the SMS plan was created, it was
cross checked (e.g., review of existing secondary studies,
refinement of RQs) independently in an effort to minimize
the limitations of the SMS plan before proceeding to the next
phases.

B. THREAT II – CREDIBILITY OF THE LITERATURE SEARCH
PROCESS
After SMS planning, the next threat relates to the identi-
fication and selection of the literature that is selected for
review in an SMS. The process of selecting the papers to be
reviewed is a critical step as if the relevant papers are missed,
the results of a SMS may be flawed. We followed a two-steps
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process (Section IV-B2), referred as literature screening and
qualitative assessment, to minimize the threats to the selec-
tion process of the reviewed papers in this SMS. Also, this
SMS restricts the selection of publications to one scientific
database, i.e., Scopus. This decision was made due to the
sheer volume of publications retrieved from just one source.
Scopus was nonetheless chosen since the previous systematic
reviews have shown that the searches in this platform alone
result in a far reaching number of papers that would otherwise
just be duplicated papers if other databases such as IEEE
Xplore, ACM and PubMed are being searched independently
[67]–[69]. Furthermore, the mapping studies are extendable
and other scientific databases could be considered provided
that the other researchers have enough resources to do so. In
this SMS, we also narrowed the search to a five-year period
(i.e., 2015-2019) in order to concentrate on the state-of-the-
art in science as well as to keep the study viable. Based on
a step-wise search process, we are confident that we have
tried to minimise the limitations related to (i) excluding or
overlooking any relevant study of (ii) including the irrelevant
or low quality study that can impact the results and their
documentation in a SMS.

C. THREAT III – POTENTIAL BIAS IN SMS
DOCUMENTATION
The last threat relates to the potential bias in synthesising the
data from the review and documenting the results. This means
if there are some limitations in the data synthesis they have a
direct impact on the results of this SMS. Typical examples of
such limitations could be flawed research taxonomy, incor-
rect identification of research themes (identified challenges
and proposed solutions) and mismatch of emerging research
trends. In order to minimise the bias in synthesising and doc-
umenting the results, we have created the taxonomies and the
research facets (detailed in our research protocol [56]). There
were two researchers involved in synthesising the results for
which the extracted data and synthesis were cross checked by
an independent researcher in order to ensure the consistency.
Apart from that, this SMS also offers a complete replication
package that conveniently enables other researchers to repro-
duce and/or extend this review (described in Section IV-C).

X. CONCLUSION
The seminal work on ubiquitous computing by Mark
Weiser [25] proposed that: ‘‘The most profound technologies
are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fab-
ric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.’’
Today, m/uHealth technologies carryWeiser’s vision towards
a pervasive and ubiquitous healthcare, promising access to
health services anywhere and anytime. In the past decade
countless m/uHealth initiatives have been reported across
nations of all income levels. The provision of health services
throughmobile and ubiquitous devices has started revolution-
ising the health care systems across the globe. For example,
the high income countries are leveraging the sophisticated
remote patient monitoring systems, with real-time analytics

and emergency response facilities; the low andmiddle income
countries are empowering front-line workers with mHealth
systems for treatment adherence and public health surveil-
lance in unserved and under-served communities.

However, the increasing number of security attacks and
data privacy compromises are proving to be the barriers to
full adoption of m/uHealth systems. Researchers have been
producing a significant amount of solutions, practices, tools
and guidelines to address the security and privacy chal-
lenges of m/uHealth systems. This study has systematically
selected, analyzed and synthesized the relevant literature
on the security and privacy of m/uHealth systems using an
evidence-based software engineering methodology, system-
atic mapping study. The results of this study are expected
to be beneficial and insightful for the research community,
developers and practitioners to quickly figure out and under-
stand the security and privacy challenges of m/uHealth sys-
tems and to determine the areas of future research.
Contributions and implications of the SMS: This SMS has

identified and mapped the most of the research on security
and privacy ofm/uHealth systems using the technical controls
for safeguarding health data. Far less attention is given to
other non-technical and organisational controls, even though
they are critical for every organisation. Most part of the
research papers also propose new solutions that are only
validated, instead of evaluated in practice. That indicates that
more rigorous evaluation processes need to be adopted by
researchers in order to strengthen the scientific evidence,
and thus, foster widespread adoption of security and privacy
solutions in the context of m/uHealth systems.

The key contributions of this SMS are:
• Classify and compare the existing and emerging solu-
tions, challenges and trends for security and privacy for
m/uHealth.

• Provide an evaluation focused analysis of the solutions –
implemented in practice – to identify commons themes
and appraising the quality of these evaluation studies.

The findings of this SMS can help:
• Researchers who are interested in a quick identification
of the existing research.

• Practitioners who want to understand academic solu-
tions that could be adopted in an industrial context.

Needs for futuristic systematic reviews: For future work,
additional systematic reviews in the field would be benefi-
cial, whether in the form of systematic literature reviews or
mapping studies. For instance, literature reviews could focus
on specific control families (e.g., focus solely on individual
participation), types of application or technologies. Litera-
ture reviews or mapping studies can also be conducted for
over-represented areas, since they can be narrowed-down and
further analysed (e.g., if feasible, perhaps at a control-level
instead of a family-level).

The area of Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is another
promising path for future work. The existing SMS could be
significantly extended in order to include IoT-related key
terms, in addition to m/uHealth terms. However, a separate
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systematic review could also be considered, focusing solely
on the security and privacy of IoT-based and IoMT systems
in digital health.

APPENDIX A
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIMARY STUDIES
[P1] A privacy protection for an mHealth messaging system.
2015.

[P2] OWASP inspired mobile security. 2015.
[P3] Watermarking of Parkinson disease speech in

cloud-based healthcare framework. 2015.
[P4] CPLM: Cloud facilitated privacy shielding leakage

resilient mobile health monitoring. 2015.
[P5] Anytime, anywhere access to secure, privacy-aware

healthcare services: Issues, approaches and challenges. 2015.
[P6] Systematic information flow control in mHealth sys-

tems. 2015.
[P7] RSA-DABE: A novel approach for secure health data

sharing in ubiquitous computing environment. 2015.
[P8] Security and privacy issues in implantable medical

devices: A comprehensive survey. 2015.
[P9] Security aspects of cloud based mobile health care

application. 2015.
[P10] Power consumption aware software architecture for

M-health applications with adaptive security of network pro-
tocols. 2015.

[P11] Securing XML with role-based access control:
Case study in health care. 2015.

[P12] Reducing energy consumption of mobile phones
during data transmission and encryption for wireless body
area network applications. 2015.

[P13] Secure M-health patient monitoring and emergency
alert system framework. 2015.

[P14] Privacy issues and techniques in e-health systems.
2015.

[P15] Verifiable privacy-preserving monitoring for
cloud-assisted mHealth systems. 2015.

[P16] A Lightweight Encryption Scheme Combined with
Trust Management for Privacy-Preserving in Body Sensor
Networks. 2015.

[P17] Secu Wear: An Open Source, Multi-component
Hardware/Software Platform for Exploring Wearable Secu-
rity. 2015.

[P18] Lightweight and privacy-preserving agent data trans-
mission for mobile Healthcare. 2015.

[P19] EPPS: Efficient and privacy-preserving personal
health information sharing in mobile healthcare social net-
works. 2015.

[P20]MHealth through quantified-self: A user study. 2015.
[P21] Novel key management for secure information of

ubiquitous healthcare domains to APT attack. 2015.
[P22] Security of personal bio data in mobile health appli-

cations for the elderly. 2015.
[P23] Security testing for Android mHealth apps. 2015.
[P24] On the privacy, security and safety of blood pressure

and diabetes apps. 2015.

[P25] Service intelligence and communication security for
ambient assisted living. 2015.

[P26] Privacy-preserving mobile access to Personal Health
Records through Google’s Android. 2015.

[P27] Legal, Regulatory, and Risk Management Issues in
the Use of Technology to Deliver Mental Health Care. 2015.

[P28] Privacy preserving classification of ECG signals in
mobile e-health applications. 2015.

[P29] An Elliptic Curve Cryptography-Based RFID
Authentication Securing E-Health System. 2015.

[P30] An effective and secure user authentication and key
agreement scheme in m-healthcare systems. 2015.

[P31] Recommendation-based trust management in body
area networks for mobile healthcare. 2015.

[P32] Privacy and Security in Mobile Health Apps:
A Review and Recommendations. 2015.

[P33] Exploring mobile health in a private online social
network. 2015.

[P34] Too Much Information: Visual Research Ethics in
the Age of Wearable Cameras. 2015.

[P35] Health Care Providers’ Perspectives on a Weekly
Text-Messaging Intervention to EngageHIV-Positive Persons
in Care (WelTel BC1). 2015.

[P36] Development of mHealth system for support-
ing self-management and remote consultation of skincare
eHealth/ telehealth/ mobile health systems. 2015.

[P37] BlinkToSCoAP: An end-to-end security framework
for the Internet of Things. 2015.

[P38] A Taxonomy of mHealth apps - Security and privacy
concerns. 2015.

[P39] Designing for scalability and trustworthiness in
mHealth systems. 2015.

[P40] An Energy Efficient Method for Secure and Reliable
Data Transmission in Wireless Body Area Networks Using
RelAODV. 2015.

[P41] ’The phone reminder is important, but will others get
to know about my illness?’ Patient perceptions of an mHealth
antiretroviral treatment support intervention in the HIVIND
trial in South India. 2015.

[P42] Citizen Science on Your Smartphone: An ELSI
Research Agenda. 2015.

[P43] A novel decentralized trust evaluation model for
secure mobile healthcare systems. 2015.

[P44] Polynomial based light weight security in wireless
body area network. 2015.

[P45] SmartHealth-NDNoT: Named data network of
things for healthcare services. 2015.

[P46] Trust, Perceived Risk, Perceived Ease of Use and
Perceived Usefulness as Factors Related to mHealth Tech-
nology Use. 2015.

[P47] A review and comparative analysis of security risks
and safety measures of mobile health apps. 2015.

[P48] How trustworthy are apps for maternal and child
health?. 2015.

[P49] On using a von neumann extractor in heart-beat-
based security. 2015.
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[P50] Know your audience: Predictors of success for a
patient-centered texting app to augment linkage to HIV care
in rural Uganda. 2015.

[P51] SecourHealth: A delay-tolerant security framework
for mobile health data collection. 2015.

[P52] Availability and quality of mobile health app privacy
policies. 2015.

[P53] An open-accessmobile compatible electronic patient
register for rheumatic heart disease (’eRegister’) based on
the World Heart Federation’s framework for patient registers.
2015.

[P54]Mobile early detection and connected intervention to
coproduce better care in severe mental illness. 2015.

[P55] ’Trust but verify’ - five approaches to ensure safe
medical apps. 2015.

[P56] A framework for secured collaboration in mHealth.
2015.

[P57] Security and privacy for mobile healthcare networks:
From a quality of protection perspective. 2015.

[P58] Security and privacy framework for ubiquitous
healthcare IoT devices. 2016.

[P59] Security in Cloud-Computing-Based Mobile Health.
2016.

[P60] Mobile health (m-Health) system in the context of
IoT. 2016.

[P61] A Telemonitoring Framework for Android Devices.
2016.

[P62] Real-Time Tele-Monitoring of Patients with Chronic
Heart-Failure Using a Smartphone: Lessons Learned. 2016.

[P63] Mobile admittance of health information with pri-
vacy and analysis in telemedicine. 2016.

[P64] Preserving patient’s anonymity formobile healthcare
system in IoT environment. 2016.

[P65] Patient monitoring system for cardiovascular disease
based on smart mobile healthcare environments. 2016.

[P66] A trust-based framework for information sharing
between mobile health care applications. 2016.

[P67] An information privacy risk index for mHealth apps.
2016.

[P68] Realising the technological promise of smartphones
in addiction research and treatment: An ethical review. 2016.

[P69] PMHM: Privacy in Mobile Health Monitoring using
identity based encryption for mHealth: A Paper for mHealth
systems. 2016.

[P70] Improving security in portable medical devices and
mobile health care system using trust. 2016.

[P71] A smart health application and its related privacy
issues. 2016.

[P72] An efficient MAC-based scheme against pollution
attacks in XOR network coding-enabled WBANs for remote
patient monitoring systems. 2016.

[P73] Flexible authentication protocol with key reconstruc-
tion in WBAN environments. 2016.

[P74] On the security of ‘‘verifiable privacy-preserving
monitoring for cloud-assisted mhealth systems’’. 2016.

[P75] Private Data Analytics on Biomedical Sensing Data
via Distributed Computation. 2016.

[P76] Privacy-preserving mhealth data release with pattern
consistency. 2016.

[P77] Efficient attribute-based secure data sharing with
hidden policies and traceability in mobile health networks.
2016.

[P78] A bilinear pairing based anonymous authentication
scheme in wireless body area networks for mHealth. 2016.

[P79] Ethical guidelines for mobile app development
within health and mental health fields. 2016.

[P80] Authentication and key relay in medical cyber-
physical systems. 2016.

[P81] The extent to which the POPI act makes provision
for patient privacy in mobile personal health record systems.
2016.

[P82] An approach to automate health monitoring in com-
pliance with personal privacy. 2016.

[P83] An intelligent RFID-enabled authentication scheme
for healthcare applications in vehicular mobile cloud. 2016.

[P84] Providing security and fault tolerance in P2P con-
nections between clouds for mHealth services. 2016.

[P85] Assessing pairing and data exchange mechanism
security in the wearable internet of things. 2016.

[P86] Security enhancement on an authentication scheme
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